Jingle & Jolly’s Christmas Show

Ages: Early Childhood - 5th Grade

This new show stars Jingle the Elf (Brett) and Jolly the Snowman (a costume character). Throughout the show Jingle will tell the kids about his responsibilities in Santa’s workshop and during the grand finally, Jolly the Snowman comes out to help everyone sing a Christmas carol.

Children will not only get to see the wonderful magical creations from the Santa’s workshop, but they will be the ones that make the magic happen. Christmas is a time for children. That's why they are the stars of this show. The children will get to help build a snowman, decorate a tree and test all the zany inventions from in Santa’s workshop.

Variety is a key element in this production. One moment children will be giggling along with a puppet routine and a couple of minutes later their jaws will drop while watching some amazing magic. This non-religious presentation focuses on fun.

Do you have questions about this wonderful holiday show? Give us a call! You can reach us at 214-886-4243. We truly look forward to speaking with you!
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